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Alpha’s scheme staff do a phenomenal job serving 
tenants in our sheltered housing developments. 
Driven by a strong vocational commitment, they 
consistently ‘go the extra mile’ for residents. This 
dedication is partly reflected in the length of many 
Scheme Co-ordinators’ careers with Alpha. This makes 
it particularly hard to say goodbye when they must 
move on, as several have done recently.

Alex Straitt is retiring after 26 years’ service, firstly 
at Johnston Court in east Belfast and more recently 
at Montgomery Manor in Bangor. This follows the 
retirement of her long-serving Montgomery colleague 
Noreen Jamison last Christmas.

Alison Campbell is stepping down from her role as 
Scheme Co-ordinator at Wilton Court in Belfast. When 
she joined us in 2016, Alison was initially based at 
Mooreland Close in Ballymena. 

Gillian Martin is retiring this Christmas after 13 years at 
Johnston Court in east Belfast.

At Mullagh Court in Maghera, Eileen Marquess is leaving 
after over six years in post. 

Lucy Smyth has also moved on from her role at 
Johnston Close in Ballymena.

Unfortunately, there is not space here to properly 
record these colleagues’ huge contribution to their 
schemes and Alpha Housing as a whole. However, we 
want to record our sincere thanks for all they have 
done and wish them every happiness for the future.

Christmas is  
Coming!

Although Covid is not over, we 
can be cautiously optimistic that 
the worst of the pandemic may 
now be behind us. During 2022 it 
has been wonderful to be able to 
re-establish a more normal routine 
in our sheltered schemes. Activities 
and outings have properly re-
started, providing much needed 
opportunities for companionship, 
and having fun together.

A major highlight for me this year 
was participating in the Jubilee 
celebrations at Quarry Gardens, 
Portadown and Rathmore Manor, 
Newtownabbey. This edition 
includes many pictures from the 
Jubilee celebrations around  
our schemes.

Maintaining our homes to a high 
standard is a top priority for 
Alpha. I am proud that this year 
we are investing a record sum 
in both day-to-day repairs and 
planned maintenance. Articles 
on both areas are included in this 
issue. Victor Allister, a tenant at 
Montgomery Manor in Bangor, also 
updates on work to make their 
scheme more nature friendly, and 
encourages all Alpha residents to 
join in this vital task.

Alpha is starting to build homes 
again. Last month we welcomed 
our new tenants to the beautiful 
Clarke House development 
in Broughshane. The Belfast 
Telegraph has recently featured 
the project, as does this magazine.

Any organisation is only as strong 
as its people. Alpha is privileged 
to have a very able team at every 
level. In this Alpha News we profile 
Rachel Steenson, one of our newer 
Board members. We also welcome 
new colleagues and thank several 
long-standing staff members who 
are retiring and moving on.

2023 is likely to be another 
challenging year. Cost-of-living 
pressures will continue, although 
at least there is some government 

help in the forthcoming energy 
payments and 10% increase in 
state pensions due in April.

As your landlord, Alpha is 
committed to doing all we can to 
support residents in these tough 
times. If there is anything more you 
think we should be doing, please 
let us know.

We are also always keen to 
encourage participation in the 
Tenants Committee and Tenants 
Forum, which will be meeting more 
often in the year ahead. These are 
a great way to learn more about 
what is happening and make your 
voice heard.

Many thanks for your patience 
and understanding during the 
pandemic. As we finally emerge 
from Covid, Alpha is determined to 
‘build back better’, partnering with 
tenants to ensure we deliver the 
homes and support you deserve.

Wishing you a joyful Christmas 
and prosperous 2023!

CAMERON WATT 
Chief Executive

Christmas is a time for celebration and thanksgiving. Those of us 
who are Christians give thanks each year for the birth of Jesus Christ. 
However, despite much gloom at home and abroad, there are many 
reasons for us all to be thankful and celebrate this Christmas.

Thank You!

Christmas tree, Leyland 
Lodge, Ballycastle
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Record Investment in our Homes
Alpha Housing’s mission is to provide homes and 
services that help people flourish. Maintaining our 
homes to a high standard is central to this. Therefore, 
in partnership with our contractors, we have been 
improving our day-to-day repairs service.

However, this year Alpha is also investing a record 
sum of nearly £2 Million in planned maintenance. 
This includes replacing components such as kitchens 
and windows, and cyclical work to refresh sheltered 
housing schemes.

At One Irish Gate in Carrickfergus and Weir Court 
in Comber, Hetherington Painting & Building are 
replacing kitchens and windows. Apartments will be 
much warmer, cosier and more energy efficient as a 
result, helping minimize fuel bills during this cost-of-
living crisis. To reflect varying preferences and tastes, a 
choice of colours and finishes has been offered.

£1.0M 
New Kitchens  

& Windows

£290K  
Cyclical 

Revitalisation 
Works

£244K   
Fire Safety  

Works

Planned Maintenance Fast Facts 2022-23 

Robert, One Irish Gate, 
Carrickfergus
I simply love the new kitchen – it’s 
utterly functional and a delight to be in. 
Hetheringtons went out of their way to 
make the installation easy for me. I couldn’t 
recommend them highly enough!

Peggy, One Irish Gate, 
Carrickfergus
My new kitchen is lovely! I couldn’t fault it or 
the men who installed it – they were second to 
none. I picked the finishes for the kitchen and 
was delighted to be able to replace my old 
cooker with a smaller, table-top appliance.

Although perhaps less exciting for residents, improving 
fire safety is a top priority in our planned maintenance 
programme. That is why Alpha is investing heavily in 
upgrading fire doors and alarm systems, including this 
year at Taylor Court in south Belfast.

At Johnston Close and Mooreland Close in Ballymena, 
major cyclical revitalisation works are currently being 
completed by Bann Limited. Outdoors at the schemes, 
works include improving fencing and soft and hard 
landscaping.

Across our sites, Alpha is seeking to create attractive 
outdoor spaces in which tenants can engage in some 
light gardening, enjoy nature, or just relax.

Inside the Ballymena schemes, Bann is starting 
painting and redecoration works, including upgrading 
flooring, lighting and other aspects of common areas. 
Supported by interior designer Caroline Mawhinney, 

early in 2023 the common rooms will be transformed 
into stylish spaces with vibrant colours, contemporary 
furniture, and ambient lighting.

For all our sheltered schemes, Alpha has an ambition 
to refresh common areas to match the quality of our 
newly completed developments.

Despite record investment, it will take several years 
before we can make these improvements across all 
our sites. However, working closely with residents and 
contractors, we have made a strong start.

It is all part of Alpha’s commitment to building great 
homes, beautiful places, and thriving communities.
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Some wildlife gardening notes, 
and an invitation…
Back in 2019, our group at Montgomery in Bangor 
set out to change how gardening had been done 
previously, mainly by introducing more native 
flowers and trees to provide food and shelter for 
bees, butterflies, birds and, more recently, lots of 
hedgehogs. 

We did it for two basic reasons. First, our wildlife 
needs help because, sadly, Northern Ireland is one of 
the most nature-depleted regions in the world, with 
many creatures in severe decline, particularly insects. 
Secondly, as is being proven over and over again, 
being close to nature, to examine a flower, to watch 
butterflies and bees, or hear birds sing improves our 
emotional and mental health. In other words, it’s 
good for us.  

While the Covid pandemic rudely interrupted our 
communal activities, what we began putting in place 
a few years ago is starting to bear fruit, so to speak, 
not least with the influx of hedgehogs, from zero to 
five, plus lots of feeding and nesting birds.

Of course, none of this would have been possible 
without the active support and encouragement 
of Alpha management, including the switch to a 
grounds maintenance company, Outwork, which 
respects the environment and doesn’t routinely 
splash herbicides and pesticides around.
We’ve seen the results of the extra care in 
wildflowers, insects, flourishing ‘wildlife nooks and 
crannies’ and the proliferation of fungi of all shapes 
and sizes, a sign of healthy soil and a healthy wildlife 
environment. 

I’ve held onto a pre-pandemic idea about facilitating 
an informal Alpha network of residents who enjoy 
gardening, particularly for wildlife. I’ve learned a 
lot over the past few years and would love to share 
that knowledge and, particularly, learn from others. 
Perhaps we could arrange inter-scheme visits by 
small groups? If you’re interested, please contact me 
on 07853 297061 or at jvallister@gmail.com.  

Victor Allister, a resident at 
Montgomery Manor in Bangor, 
helps lead its Wildlife Group 
to make the scheme more 
nature friendly. In this article he 
reflects on progress to date and 
encourages all Alpha tenants 
to consider getting involved in 
greening where they live.
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Platinum Jubilee Celebrations

The death of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II in September was 
one of the saddest events of 2022. However, Alpha Housing 
was pleased to have been able to join the Platinum Jubilee 
celebrations in June, to mark the first Monarch to reign for  
70 years.

The Queen was hugely admired by people of all backgrounds and 
nationalities across these islands and throughout the world for her 
steadfast leadership and unstinting service over seven decades.

Lovely summer weather allowed many of our tea parties and  
other events to be held outside in glorious sunshine. Many thanks 
to the staff, tenants and volunteers who made these celebrations 
such a success. 

Johnston Court, Belfast

Crosby Court, Bangor

Agherton Grange, Portstewart
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Weir Court, Comber

Quarry Gardens, Portadown

Rathmore Manor, NewtownabbeyMontgomery Manor, Bangor
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Clarke House Apartments 
Set New Standards

New tenant Betty Shaw (pictured 
right with David Hamilton, Martin  
& Hamilton and Cameron Watt, 
Alpha Housing) is extremely 
pleased with her new home:

I am highly delighted with my new 
apartment. I was brought up in 
the area and love the village of 
Broughshane and its people who are 
very friendly. The apartments are 
so beautifully finished, much bigger 
than I thought they would be. I am  
so happy this is my new home.

New residents have moved into Alpha Housing’s 
stunning £2.1 million apartment development in the 
heart of Broughshane, Co. Antrim. This provides 14 
new homes for independent older people comprising 
twelve 2-bedroom and two 1-bedroom apartments.

The development, Clarke House, is named after  
Alpha Housing’s former Chair John Clarke. It has  
been delivered in partnership between Alpha 
Housing and the Department for Communities (DfC), 
who provided £1.4m in funding through the Housing 
Executive’s Social Housing Development Programme.

Situated on Fir Park, just off the main arterial road, 
Clarke House was designed by local firm Wheeler 
Architecture and built by Ballymena-based Martin 
& Hamilton. It is a ‘Category 1’ development 
incorporating the ‘HAPPI principles’, a blueprint  
for high-quality housing for older people. This means 
the apartments are bigger, brighter and finished to 
a higher specification than usual. Interior designer 
Caroline Mawhinney of Whiteroom Interiors has 
supported us to furnish Clarke House with vibrant 
colours, contemporary furniture and local art. The 
apartments are also conveniently located close to 
local shops, amenities, and transport links.

We warmly welcome all the incoming Clarke House 
tenants to their new homes. The official opening of 
the development will be held soon.
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Partnership to Deliver First-
Class Repairs for Alpha Tenants

Day-to-day repairs is an area many landlords struggle 
to perform well in. Particularly through the pandemic, 
contractors have had to grapple with scarcity of 
materials, fast-rising prices, and labour shortages.

In the ‘STAR’ phone survey of nearly 300 tenants, 
completed in March 2021, Alpha Housing residents told 
us that you wanted to see improvements in day-to-day 
repairs. This is a challenge Alpha takes seriously. We 
understand that a reliable and timely repairs service is 
particularly important for residents’ quality-of-life and 
peace of mind.

An important part of our response is the recent 
expansion of our partnership with Refresh. This  
Belfast-based contractor has a highly capable  
staff team including a large team of engineers  
and tradespeople with a wide variety of skills  
and qualifications. 

For eighteen months previously, Refresh had been 
completing plumbing and electrical repairs in Alpha 
homes across Northern Ireland. The feedback from 
tenants has been excellent. Refresh consistently 
make and keep appointments. Their work is of a high 
standard, with most jobs completed promptly in a 
single visit. Refresh staff are also polite, pleasant  
and helpful.

We are therefore delighted Refresh is now taking on 
most of our day-to-day repairs. Beyond plumbing and 
electrical work, Refresh will be completing a wide 
range of other tasks. This includes joinery, roofing, and 
installing disabled adaptations, such as wet rooms. 
Some boiler replacements will also be completed by 
Refresh (although all boiler servicing and most heating 
and hot water issues continue to be managed by CTS).

As the new partnership launched, Bill Cherry,  
Managing Director of Refresh NI, said:

“Refresh is delighted to be partnering with Alpha 
Housing and we believe this partnership can help 
set a new benchmark for housing associations’ 
repair services. Refresh and Alpha’s values are 
very similar, with a shared commitment to deliver 
high-quality, cost-effective services where meeting 
customer needs is always the top priority.”

Working with Refresh, we are confident Alpha tenants 
will see continued improvements in day-to-day repairs. 
Combined with continued major investment such 
as in new kitchens and windows (profiled on pages 
4-5), Alpha is determined that all residents can live in 
dwellings they’re proud to call home. It’s all part of our 
commitment to building great places where people 
can thrive.

Among the  
broad range of works  
Refresh is completing for  
Alpha are joinery repairs, boiler 
replacements, electrical checks  
and installation of flooring

Bill McClinton (99), 
Alpha’s oldest tenant, 
recently had a new 
adapted shower room 
installed by Refresh at 
Johnston Court,  
east Belfast

Cameron Watt, Chief Executive; 
Zara Burns, Marketing Officer, 
Refresh; Bill Cherry, Managing 
Director, Refresh
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Summer BBQ at  
Johnston Court, Belfast

Summer BBQ at Johnston Court, Belfast
Lily Chapman crochet for charity,  
Northland Court, Carrickfergus

Snowy Agherton Grange, 
Portstewart

Carrs Court pub  
lunch outing

Highlights of 2022
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Colourful planting at Carnvue Court, Newtownabbey

Agherton Grange seaside outing

Assistant Maintenance Manager Michael 
Chivers & Northland Court tenant  
Harry Wallace at Crusaders match

Snowy Agherton Grange, 
Portstewart

Summer BBQ at  
Johnston Court, Belfast

Cheree McClelland [R], Scheme Co-ordinator at 
Northland Court, completes Belfast Marathon

Housing Officer Sarah 
Spence’s baby Harper
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Outwork crew planting trees

Planting project with Bocombra Primary 
School, Quarry Gardens, Portadown

Tea party at McManus Court, Newry

Rathmore Manor outing to Tullyglass Hotel, Ballymena

Gillian Diamond packing 
aid for Ukraine, Agherton 
Grange, Portstewart

Irish dancing at  
McManus Court, Newry

Outwork win Social Enterprise NI Award
RNID visit to Carrickeden Grange, 
Portadown
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Alpha 
People

Rachel at Johnston Court BBQ , 
June 2022

Tell us a little about your career. 
I have worked in IT for over 20 years, although I 
started off wanting to run a restaurant!  I got my first 
job after completing my Masters at Queens, working 
for University College London, before returning home 
to Belfast and starting a 12 year career with Ordnance 
Survey Northern Ireland (OSNI).

I then made the jump to the private sector working 
for ESRI (a GIS/mapping technology company) and 
most recently as a Business Development Manager 
for Civica. Civica recently developed the COVID Cert 
mobile application for the Department of Health.

I also hold a number of volunteer roles and I am 
currently Vice Chair of Council for BCS, the Chartered 
Institute for IT and I am the Chair of the Women in 
Civica Group.

How might Alpha better use technology in future?
Like all businesses, technology will be the key to 
even better outcomes for organisations to run more 
smoothly and efficiently and to ensure high customer 
satisfaction.  We live in a 24x7 world now and 
customers expect to be able to engage whenever 
and however they want.  I think Alpha can and will use 
technology to provide this level of service.

I strongly believe that technology has a key part to 
play in solving the climate change disaster that is 
facing us.  I think Alpha will have opportunities to use 
technology to reduce carbon emissions and to better 
predict demand of services.

How do you relax outside of work? 
Outside of work I love to read - my Kindle is never  
far from my hand! I also like to socialise! Catching  
up with friends and family was something I missed 
over lockdown.

Rachel 
Steenson 
As a charity, Alpha Housing is governed by a  
Board comprising volunteer trustees. Most 
members are busy professionals who give 
generously of their time to ensure effective 
governance of the organisation. In this edition, 
we interview one of the Board’s newer members, 
Rachel Steenson. 

When did you join Alpha’s Board? 
I joined Alpha’s Board in September 2021, so have 
been in post for just over a year.

Why did you decide to get involved in Alpha? 
I had recently completed the Boardroom 
Apprentice training course, where you get to 
sit on a board for a year and receive training in 
Governance and I wanted to ensure I capitalised  
on this by going for a board role as soon as 
possible.  The Alpha position came up and I 
was impressed by Alpha’s partnerships with 
organisations such as Ulster Wildlife and the 
social enterprise Outwork and with the vision of 
affordable, high standard homes for all.

Board Members Judith Winters, 
Rachel Steenson, Eamonn Sweeney 
& Kieran Dempsey, Clarke House, 
Broughshane, September 2022.

What is the biggest challenge facing Alpha Housing? 
Alpha like all organisations will be facing the demands 
of achieving Net Zero targets as part of the newly 
enacted Climate Change Act (NI) 2022.  We will have 
to report on our carbon capital, and how we plan 
to offset and ultimately reduce and remove carbon 
emissions.  There will also be major decisions to be 
made on how we achieve this across Alpha’s estate 
and how we will finance the measures to meet these 
targets.

What is your favourite music album of all time?
Paul Simon, Graceland - My 
parents had the tape and it 
was always on in the house 
growing up. Then a number 
of years ago, I was lucky 
enough to get tickets to see 
him in Dublin on his Graceland 
anniversary tour! Amazing!

What’s the best thing you’ve seen on TV recently?
‘Wheel of Time’ on Amazon - I read the series (all 14 

books) over the last 25 years 
so to see it finally brought to 
life on TV was a dream come 
true! I bought the first book in 
the airport on my way to Kenya 
in 1996, when I was about to 
embark on a 6-week trip with 
Venture Scouts and UNICEF. 

The books hold a special place in my heart as a result!

I believe you love Italy? 
Yes!  I had never been until my cousin and his now wife 
moved to Italy about 8 years ago.  I have now been 
back several times and have even started attending 
Italian night classes!! 

Buon Natale a tutti i resident e allo staff di Alpha 
Housing! (Merry Christmas to all the residents and staff 
at Alpha Housing!)

Getting to know… 
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Around Our Schemes

Summer BBQ , Lowry Court, Belfast

Coffee morning,
One Irish Gate, Carrickfergus

Planting project at Northland Court, 
Carrickfergus

Halloween, McManus Court, Newry
Planting project at Northland Court, 
Carrickfergus

Alpha’s oldest tenant, Bill McClinton (99), 
Johnston Court

Boccia afternoon, Northland Court, Carrickfergus

Summer BBQ ,
McManus Court, Newry

Happy Hatchlings baby yoga
Johnston Court, Belfast
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Pancake Day, 
Carrs Court, BelfastCoffee morning, Leyland Lodge, Ballycastle

Senior Management Team
Johnston Court

Happy Hatchlings baby yoga, Johnston Court, Belfast

St Patrick’s Day, McManus Court, Newry Halloween party, Crosby Court, Bangor
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Tackling Damp and Mould
Everyone was shocked by the recent death of  
two-year-old boy Awaab Ishak following  
exposure to mould in the family’s rented  
apartment in Rochdale.

Although we don’t believe problems with damp  
and mould are widespread in Alpha Housing 
homes, they have the potential to arise in any 
dwelling. Where damp and mould does occur, 
Alpha is committed to working with residents to 
quickly rectify the problem.

Damp living conditions can lead to serious health 
issues, with asthma sufferers especially at risk due 
to mould spores triggering symptoms. But elderly 
people, the very young and anyone who is immuno 
compromised are also vulnerable.

Therefore, if damp or mould is an issue 
in your home, please let us know as soon 
as possible. If you have reported a damp 
and mould issue which is still not fixed, 
please inform us again.

You can speak to your Sheltered Scheme  
Co-ordinator or Technical Officer in Head Office  
to raise concerns.

What causes damp and mould?

Mould is caused by damp conditions. 

Under heated rooms that suffer from an excess 
of moisture are particularly favourable to mould. 
This can include bathrooms and kitchens, where 
everyday activities like cooking, showering, drying 
clothes and even breathing create moisture which 
can lead to condensation.

Sometimes it is easy to spot the cause of damp. 
However Alpha Housing may occasionally need a 
damp expert to investigate if it is not obvious what 
is causing the problem.

Condensation

Condensation is the most common form of damp in 
rented homes.

It appears when excess moisture in the air comes into 
contact with a cold surface, such as a window or a 
cold wall. It can lead to mould growth and tends to 
be worse in winter.

Condensation can be caused by residents not 
ventilating or heating their home properly. It can 
also be caused by poor insulation, or faulty heating 
and ventilation systems that are the responsibility of 
Alpha Housing as your landlord. 

Ventilation and controlling moisture

Everyday activities like cooking, showering and 
drying clothes create moisture in your home which 
can lead to condensation.

 
 

It can help if you:

•  Cover pans when cooking

•   Use extractor fans in kitchens 
and bathrooms

•   Close internal doors when you 
cook or shower

•   Leave a gap between furniture 
and external walls

•   Dry clothes outdoors or use a 
vented tumble dryer

•   Open bedroom windows for 
5-10 minutes when you get up

Loft insulation will be improved from 2023 to 
help avoid issues arising

Heating your home

You are expected to ventilate and heat your home 
properly so that damp does not build up. Try to 
keep your home properly heated. It usually helps to 
have a low background temperature of at least 15 
degrees in all rooms.

You might be able to get help with bills if you are 
struggling with rising energy costs. To explore this, 
speak to your Scheme Co-ordinator or Housing 
Officer. They can arrange for you to receive free  
help from the experts at advice agency Advice NI.

What is Alpha doing?

Alpha wants to tackle any issues of damp and  
mould quickly and efficiently. This includes liaising 
with residents to identify what is causing the 
problem. We aim to promptly agree next steps  
and expedite any repairs required to fix the issue. 

We are experimenting with new technology 
including sensors that have been fitted in some 
tenants’ homes to help avoid a reoccurrence of  
damp and mould problems.

However, to prevent issues arising in the first place, 
Alpha is also seeking to improve insulation in our 
homes. Bungalows appear to be more likely to  
have problems with damp and mould. That is why  
in spring 2023 we will be a starting a major 
programme to enhance loft insulation in all  
our bungalows.

Mould often appears around windows and 
the base of walls

Opening windows for even a short time can 
help prevent damp and mould
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Candle Danger
Do you really need to use 
candles this Christmas?

Candles look pretty, but they are a major fire risk. 
A few years ago, one of Alpha Housing’s sheltered 
schemes suffered a major fire which may have been 
caused by a Christmas candle.

Please avoid using all candles if you possibly can. 
But if you must light a candle, please use it for the 
least possible time and never leave it unattended. 
Remember fires can take hold in just a few seconds.

Let’s help keep one another safe this Christmas!

Christmas Arrangements 

Welcoming New Colleagues

Alpha’s Head Office will be closed over the festive 
period from 1.00pm on Friday 23rd December, 
reopening at 9.00am on Tuesday 3rd January.

During this period, a few of our sheltered scheme  
co-ordinators will be working, although most will be  
on annual leave.

In the event of emergencies, sheltered tenants can 
contact Radius Connect 24 through pulling the red 
cord on your Tunstall speech unit (or pressing the 
red button on your pendant or wristband if you have 
these).

For medical emergencies, please also call 999.

For maintenance emergencies, contractors must 
be contacted through Radius Connect 24. However, 
please only request an emergency repair if the matter 
is really pressing, such as a boiler breaking down, and 
cannot wait until early in the new year.

We are delighted to welcome several new starters to 
Alpha’s staff team.

Leah Stitt and Lynn Barker [pictured L&R] are the new 
Scheme Co-ordinators at Montgomery Court and 
Manor in Bangor.

Perdita Kerr has done an excellent job providing cover 
for Scheme Co-ordinators across Alpha’s sites during 
the pandemic. She has now become the new Co-
ordinator at Johnston Close in Ballymena.

Four new scheme cleaners have joined us. We 
welcome Laura Baxter at Cross Street, Killyleagh; Ellie 
Matthews at Leyland Lodge, Ballycastle; Sally O’Hanlon 
at McManus Court, Newry; and Agnes Robinson at 
Clarke House, Broughshane.

Meanwhile, Joanne Dixon has just started as the new 
Scheme Co-ordinator at Mullagh Court in Maghera.

Out of normal office hours you can still request an 
emergency maintenance call out by contacting 
Radius Connect 24 directly and choosing the 
appropriate option.

Your call will be answered as soon as possible, and 
the call advisor will ask you to provide your name, 
the address of the property, a contact telephone 
number and a brief description of the emergency.

If it is confirmed that your request requires 
emergency action the call advisor will contact an 

appropriate contractor to attend within twenty-four 
hours to arrange at least a holding repair.

Over the festive period, Radius Connect 24 will be 
experiencing a high volume of call requests and it 
may take several minutes before your call will be 
answered.

We therefore ask that you only request an 
emergency maintenance call if there is an issue that 
carries the risk of immediate injury or major damage 
to property.

Unfortunately, Alpha Housing and Radius Connect 
24 have very limited capacity to complete normal 
morning calls during the festive period. However, if 
you or your family member is particularly vulnerable 
and needs this service, please speak to your scheme 
co-ordinator and we will seek to arrange it with Radius 
Connect 24.

Out-Of-Hrs Emergency  
Contact Service

Call 028 9042 3811 (24 hours, 7 days per week)

We warmly welcome all our new colleagues and wish 
them happy careers with Alpha!
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How to Get in Touch

Telephone: 028 9078 7750 
Email: info@alphahousingni.org 
Online: alphahousingni.org 
Facebook Messenger: 
@AlphaHousingNI

Out of Hours Emergency Repairs

Call Radius Connect 24 on 
028 9042 3811 (Available 24-7)

Alpha Housing 
Alpha House 
6 Edgewater Road 
Belfast BT3 9JQ


